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This week’s show is a roundtable episode on the topic of YouTube, and specifically how 

3 different channel hosts have gone about growing their presence and profits on the 

YouTube platform. 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/259


I invited Jon Shanahan from The Kavalier, a men’s style / men’s fashion channel, Pete 

Sveen from DIY Projects with Pete and DIYPete.com, a home improvement channel, 

and Matt Tran from Engineered Truth and EngineeredTruth.com, a career advice 

channel, to join me. 

They explain how and why they started using the free YouTube platform to grow 

significant followings and income streams, and share some actionable advice on how 

you can do the same. 

Introductions 

Jon is from Pittsburgh and travels all over the world for his day job. His channel, The 

Kavalier, covers the world of menswear and fashion. He does unboxing videos, shows 

trends in the retail industry, and reviews menswear items. 

“I try to both cover menswear from a style perspective, but also from the industry,” Jon 

said. 

Jon uploaded his first video in 2015 and now has 17k subscribers. 

Pete lives in Montana and his channel, DIY Projects with Pete, is about DIY projects 

and home improvements. You’ll find videos explaining how to do anything from making 

patio bars and concrete counters, to fixing deck chairs and making home renovations. 

“If you’re into doing things with your hands and a maker, that’s what my channel is 

geared towards,” Pete said. 

Pete started his channel in January 2014 and has around 173k subscribers. 

Matt’s channel, Engineered Truth, is a realistic careers information channel. He 

interviews people about their careers and gives them realistic advice based on his 

opinions. 

“I started off talking about mechanical engineering because that’s what I studied in 

school,” Matt said. He started the channel as a hobby by now works on it full-time –

although he’s a believer in the 4-hour work week! 

Matt started his channel in August 2011 and has 266k subscribers. 

Publishing Schedule / Content Calendar 

Jon tries to publish a new video every weekday. He does most of his recording over the 

weekend, then takes the footage with him on his trips during the week to edit and 

upload to YouTube. 

He has a “Spray and pray strategy,” trying to cover as many brands and new items in 

the menswear world as possible. Jon says most of his new subscribers come from 

YouTube SEO, and he does this by covering so many different brands. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBkL03Y0hIZAsv3rWyrSCtw
https://www.youtube.com/user/DIYPROJECTSWITHPETE
https://www.diypete.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChj0w0duKtp7SDd_X9CNptw
http://engineeredtruth.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBkL03Y0hIZAsv3rWyrSCtw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBkL03Y0hIZAsv3rWyrSCtw
https://www.youtube.com/user/DIYPROJECTSWITHPETE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChj0w0duKtp7SDd_X9CNptw


Pete said, “At my peak I’ve done one video every two weeks, right now I’m at one a 

month.” His DIY projects take a lot longer to complete so it’s just not possible to publish 

a video daily. 

Speaking with a YouTube rep, Pete said he was told YouTube favors channels that 

publish more often. This is something Jon noticed as well when taking a two-week 

vacation, that his subscriber growth slowed down along with viewing times on his 

videos. 

Matt has a different approach, publishing once a week on Thursday or Friday. “I try to 

get the weekend crowd,” he said. 

He has tried to publish twice a week but found it difficult to maintain. He finds it easier to 

be consistent and stick to once a week and can upload and schedule ahead of time if he 

takes a vacation. 

Ideal Length for Videos 

Jon’s videos average at 7-12 minutes. He said he has noticed his average retention 

time is around 8 minutes. 

Pete’s videos are typically between 8-12 minutes. He starts with 3-5 hours of footage, 

cuts this down into short clips, speeds up parts and creates a voice over to explain what 

he’s doing. 

Matt’s videos are between 10-15 minutes (often interviews) and he said he has found 

this to be the sweet spot for his audience. 

Editing Software 

Jon uses the “jump cut” style of editing that’s popular in YouTube videos now. He says 

it’s a better user experience to cut out any “umm’s, err’s, and ramblings.” 

He uses Final Cut Pro and learned how to use this software when schooling for design. 

Pete has always used Final Cut Pro too, “It’s kind of a beefed up iMovie in my view,” he 

said. 

It takes Pete about 7-8 hours to do all of the editing, and another hour to add the voice 

overs. 

Matt uses Adobe Premiere Pro as his editing software. He learned how to use the 

software better the more videos he made. He says his first videos had horrible lighting 

and editing, “I didn’t even know what a jump cut was at the time,” he said. 

Interestingly, Matt doesn’t like using jump cuts and says his audience doesn’t respond 

well to them. He adds as few cuts as possible, and even adds text on the screen to try 

and hide any cuts he has made. 

 

https://www.apple.com/final-cut-pro/
http://www.adobe.com/products/premiere.html


How They Have Grown Their Subscriber Base 

Jon realized the direction he needed to go when one of his videos was getting 4-times 

more views than his other videos. 

It was a video covering a clothing subscription service. So, he started doing more of 

these style videos and featuring more brands as this is what a lot of YouTube users are 

searching for. 

It comes back to the “Spray and pray strategy” he mentioned earlier. Jon said the more 

videos and brands he covered the more he noticed his videos being featured by 

YouTube and his subscriber base growing. 

Pete started out searching DIY websites for popular projects and seeing if they were 

covered on YouTube. For instance, making a farmhouse dining table was one of the 

most popular projects on DIY websites but wasn’t on YouTube. 

So, Pete made a simple video about making a farmhouse dining table and his video 

snowballed. He then focused on concrete as this is his background and was also a 

niche that wasn’t well covered on YouTube. 

He said he found it easy to rank for lots of keywords and has built his huge audience 

this way. 

He has also done $300 giveaways eligible for people who have subscribed, and 

includes a call to action to like and subscribe at the beginning of all his videos. 

Matt says his growth has been due to targeting keywords with low competition. His first 

successful series of videos were around, “Is _____ a good major?”, because he noticed 

these keywords were not very competitive on YouTube just by doing some searching 

and watching the types of videos that were listed. 

He recorded videos like “Is mechanical engineering a good major?”, “Is computer 

science a good major?”, “Is electrical engineering a good major?”, and his videos 

showed up on page one for a lot of these keywords. 

He recommended targeting a niche and going after low competition keywords to build 

up an audience before going after the broader, more competitive keywords. 

Jon added that user engagement seems to play well into the YouTube ranking 

algorithm, so will often ask users to comment on the video. In addition to giving him tons 

of new content ideas, it sends the signal to YouTube that this is really engaging content. 

How They Monetize Their YouTube Channels 

Jon is earning $4-5k per month through affiliate income. He adds affiliate links to his 

product descriptions and works with a number of brands. 

He’s starting to receive more sponsorship offers as his channel grows and is looking 

into these opportunities. He’s opted not to run YouTube Ads on his channel. 



Pete has some diversity in his revenue streams. He makes around $1,300-1,400 per 

month from YouTube Ads, earns some affiliate revenue from links in his descriptions, 

and receives some materials and goods from brands to feature in his videos. 

He also has an email list of 85,000 subscribers. He recommends products and sells his 

own courses to his email list. His website has Google ads, and Pete uses Mediavine 

and Adthrive to maximize his ad revenue. 

Pete uses Gumroad to host his courses for sale, and Convert Kit to handle his email list. 

His lead magnet for signing up to his list is some DIY plans which he offers for free, with 

the option to make a donation. He said he receives between $100-200 a day from 

voluntary donations by doing this. 

Matt uses content videos to funnel viewers into his “Money making videos.” Matt earns 

$10k a month selling one course, the Blueprint Digital Marketing Course by Seth 

Hymes. The example of a “money video” was a student testimonial from the course 

positioned as a story: how this person got a job in digital marketing without a degree. 

He also makes around $3k a month from YouTube ads. 

Matt says he will upload 7 content videos as a way of funneling viewers to his money-

making videos, and upload a new video selling the course every 8th video, or roughly 

once every couple months. 

Are Live Streams and Q&A's Worthwhile? 

“Once in a while I’ll just live stream with my audience,” Matt said. It can hurt in some 

instances as the quality of the video isn’t going to be as high as an edited video, but live 

streams give your audience the chance to ask questions and get immediate answers, 

and they can help build a lot of trust. 

Jon also holds live streams once a month. “That live engagement is all about 

relationship building,” Jon said. Both Matt and Jon remove the live videos from their 

channels after a couple days. 

Jon’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Just start doing it.” 

Pete’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Schedule an afternoon once a week to do something you enjoy.” 

Matt’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Target a demographic that has money.” 

More Info: 

 http://thekavalier.net/ 

https://www.mediavine.com/
http://www.adthrive.com/
https://gumroad.com/
https://convertkit.com/
http://thekavalier.net/


 https://www.diypete.com/ 
 http://engineeredtruth.com/ 
 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/259 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 

https://www.diypete.com/
http://engineeredtruth.com/
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